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We welcome Tom Adams to the
team, who joins us as a Crisis
Response Manager in our London
Headquarters.
We ended Q3 delivering our annual
media training day in partnership
with the German Shipowner’s
Association (VDR). Those attending
were able to engage with our
media and social media simulator,
Triton, and practice their
spokesperson techniques in a
full day of simulated exercise.
It is now our third year holding
these events in Hamburg, and once
again it was fantastic to see a room
full of engaged participants from
across our industry.
With pieces from around the
world, in this issue of Response
Ed Ion looks at journalism today
with a focus on reporting of Hong
Kong’s protests, while Matt Watson
considers the time salvage takes.
There’s a special feature as we
launch our online training platform.
Dustin Eno highlights the real value
of training for seafarers when,
without it, reputations are at risk.
Capt Sanjay Mittal investigates the
technology leap for crews – is there
a generation gap?
Social media in a crisis, or at any
time – the basic rules and commonsense approach is explained by
Casey Chua. While Jonathan
Spencer compares the narrative
and nuance that matters – and it
hasn’t changed much in 400 years.

Events
Maritime Cyprus 2019 conference
6 to 9 October, Limassol
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The new generation of
journalists – how do
they work and what do
they want from you?
Ed Ion, Asia Director,
Navigate Response

As professional media responders,
the team at Navigate Response
deals with multiple enquiries from
journalists and news organisations.
This has never been truer than
earlier this year, through May,
June and July, when our colleagues
dealt with incidents in the Strait of
Hormuz involving vessels operated
by our clients.
As former journalists ourselves
it is our job to identify the needs
of modern, fast-paced reporters
working continuously on ‘live’
developing news stories.
From our recent experiences, it is
obvious that today’s journalists use
a multiplicity of tools and skill sets
to get their stories.
As media advisors our job is to
protect our clients’ reputations,
and so we must be aware of the array
of techniques and tactics used in
major breaking news stories.

Gone are the days of the senior
comms person having a cosy ‘off the
record’ briefing with his chummy
journalist pals in a London wine bar
in order to squash a story or put a
softer spin on a bad situation.
The 24-hour rolling news cycle
means that journalists want answers
to questions instantly. It means they
need information even if there is not
a lot to provide.
In shipping casualties this is made
even harder by the fact that the
vessel involved is often in a different
time zone – far from the crisis room
– which serves as the nerve centre of
the response operation.
The recent incidents in the Strait of
Hormuz saw our team working across
multiple time zones with media from
all over the world. Each journalist has
unique needs and in most cases their
news angle needs to be fresh and
different from what the rest of the
pack are reporting.
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So the seafarers on these vessels
became a target for media inquiry.
Navigate Response and our clients
were inundated with requests to talk
to the masters of the ships and do
one-on-one interviews with crew.
The media wanted the human
element for a narrative which was
more easily understandable and
of interest to the average person
following the story without inside
knowledge.
Of course, the attacks meant the
ships sustained physical damage but
thankfully the crews were safe and
there were no injuries.

This makes it doubly hard for mediahandlers as the golden rule of shipping
(and indeed any) crisis response is
one set of messages delivered in a
consistent and unswerving way.
Our advice to owners, managers and
all operators of ships is to treat all
journalists equally. Of course, there is
a hierarchy in media and contact from
a CNN or Wall Street Journal reporter
should be taken seriously. But a call
from a junior reporter on a local paper
or a specialist trade publication is just
as vital for your media-handlers.
That is because in a major breaking
story, the media feed off each other
when it comes to delving deeper
into a story and then keeping that
story going.
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If the local newspaper has a fresh or
illuminating insight into a shipping
accident you can be sure the major
news organisations will pick it up.
Some of the more established and,
dare we say, arrogant news media
will even claim the story as theirs!
The media instinctively seek
authenticity and there is a growing
backlash against Corporate-Speak.
This trend was evident during the
incidents in the Strait of Hormuz.
The media were hell-bent on
getting first-hand ‘colour’ about
the attacks; they sought drama,
they wanted the human-interest
angle on incidents which were part
of a wider geopolitical conflict which
gets reported every single day.

So, once the vessel damage story
was over, the media had an insatiable
need to keep the drama going. The
way to do that was to attempt to get
the ships’ crews to tell their stories.
“Can we come on board? …What
was it like when the mines exploded?
…Did you hear or see anything? …
Can the captain tell us his story in his
own words?”.
These were just a few of the requests
we had from media. And we turned
them all down. We did that because
we believe seafarers should not be
put in the front line when it comes
to media response.
Seafarers need to be trained how to
handle and deflect media enquiries.
But it should never be a seafarer’s
job to represent the company during
an incident on board a ship.
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Maritime Salvage:
it takes time, every
time – that’s the
message

Matt Watson,
Managing Director,
Repute Communications

When the Solomon Trader bauxite
carrier ran aground on a reef in a
remote part of the Solomon Islands
during an unexpected gale in
February, uncertainty was the only
certainty moving forward.

First of all, personnel and
specialised equipment had to be
flown in from different countries
including Australia, New Zealand,
Vanuatu, Singapore, the United
States and Europe.

The line of thinking was that the
vessel could be removed in a timely
manner, and as such the owner
ordered salvage experts and a tug
with re-floating in mind.

Limitations of the local airstrip
meant that heavy equipment
including pumps and generators
had to complete the final part of
their journey by sea. Time, time
and more time.

Mother Nature had her own plans
however, and the subsequent
arrival of Cyclone Oma pushed
the vessel harder and further into
the reef, resulting in hull and
engine room damage and leaking
oil. A bad and very unfortunate
outcome for this beautiful and
pristine part of the world. Local
people and local and international
media shouted the usual (and
totally justifiable) question – why
wasn’t there a quicker response?
And, of course, the pressure was
on to explain.
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Inclement weather made it difficult
and at times impossible to access
the vessel, and for lengthy periods
conditions were too dangerous
for external underwater inspections
– a key assessment ahead of
salvage operations progressing in
earnest. Other setbacks include
the loss of on-board power and the
vessel being ransacked once the
crew was evacuated, resulting in
the removal or damage to on-board
resources that may have assisted
with the early response.

The bottom line? So much that could
go wrong did go wrong. And once it
was game on as far as the casualty
response was concerned, pretty
much everything that could be done
was being done.
It took three months for the vessel
to be re-floated, and subsequently
towed away for scrapping. It’s a
given that everyone involved did
their best amidst extremely difficult
circumstances.
So here it is, the Solomon Trader –
a text-book case of why it pays to
be ready to communicate the
realities behind maritime salvage
operations, especially when the
location is remote and there are
hazardous circumstances. And
especially when you’re up against
deadline-driven journalists working
amidst tighter than ever media
cycles, and invariably looking for so
many new angles and controversies.
You won’t instantly win audiences
over by setting the facts straight
up front. Nor will you detract from
the unacceptable gravity of what’s
happened. But you will be in with
a big chance of earning some
understanding from audiences
as you try to deal with the problem
at hand.
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A range of new equipment such
as ECDIS, Water Ballast Treatment
Systems and Scrubber Systems
are being installed due to legal
requirements. Owners are spending
top dollar in providing equipmentspecific training. However, as the core
computer knowledge amongst the
operators is weak, newly-installed
machinery is breaking down.

The Technological
Leap – are our
mariners up to speed?
Sanjay Mittal, AFNI, CEO of
Racon Marine Consultants
Pte. Ltd., Singapore

The world is celebrating 50 years
since man’s first successful trip to
the Moon and back. One cannot help
but marvel at how Man and Machine
synergised to cope with the enormity
and complexity of the lunar mission.
The five decades, since the Apollo
11 mission, have seen a geometric
progression in technology – today
our smartphones possess more
processing power than what was
available on that spacecraft. The
software-based applications have
pervaded all aspects of our life,
affecting the way we interface with
our environment, at work or at home.
Ships have not remained untouched
by this technological leap and whilst,
to an untrained eye, the design of a
merchant-vessel has not drastically
changed over the last few decades,
the technology behind various
machinery and equipment onboard
has! This has posed new challenges
in both operations and maintenance.
From the modern integratednavigation-bridges to electronic
engines, computer technology
has permeated universally in most
shipboard equipment. The seafarers,
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however, have not adapted readily
to modern machinery.
From downright disdain to
scepticism, the senior generation
of navigators and engineers have
been reluctant in their acceptance.
The younger lot, having grown up
in a digital environment, have been
slightly more adaptive.
The seniors are therefore having to
depend upon relatively inexperienced
officers for information due to
lack of skill required to operate
the equipment. Breakdowns make
matters worse, as neither generation
possesses the requisite skills to fix
electronic interfaces.
Traditional maritime training
is missing a key component –
computer technology! It’s time
we empowered our seafarers with
sound IT knowledge, encompassing
the Internet of Things (IoT), basic
programming and machine learning.
This is required for both engineering
and navigation streams so that
routine troubleshooting can be
carried out on-site, with or without
remote assistance.

Apart from money that is spent
on flying in technicians from all
over the world to fix trivial issues,
the downtime is causing loss of
productivity and, sometimes,
regulatory non-compliance. Simple
operational and diagnostic skills
are missing beyond the mechanical
aspects of the machinery.
With an increased emphasis on
optimisation and efficiency, a gamut
of IoT sensors are being installed on
key equipment onboard ships for
closer monitoring. Big data is now
available automatically from these
sensors and if analysed correctly, can
help in predictive fault-finding and
ensuring optimal performance of the
respective machines. However, this
automation has remained largely
under-utilised in the absence of the
requisite skill levels onboard.
The International Convention
of Standards of Training and
Certification and Watchkeeping
for Seafarers (STCW) requires a
paradigm shift. The roles of masters,
officers and watch personnel need
to be redefined, in closer alignment
with evolving needs. The current
curricula are redundant, and a fresh
approach is required to bring these
up to speed.
The advances in computer
technology will ensure that our
ships’ bridges and control rooms
look a lot different in five years.
Next-generation technology can be
harnessed better towards enhancing
safety, reliability and efficiency on
ships, provided our seafarers are
trained in that direction.
Status quo is not an option – it’s time
we invested some effort in preparing
our seafarers for the leap. Only then
can we hope to fully realise a synergy
between man and machine – like
Apollo 11!
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In a crisis everyone
wants to talk to the
seafarers
Dustin Eno,
COO & Crisis
Response Manager,
Navigate Response

As connectivity improves, journalists,
opposition lawyers, activists and
others are becoming aware of just how
easy it is to contact a vessel at sea.
Journalists know that seafarers are
an excellent source of information
and that quoting a seafarer in their
story will make the report more
interesting. People would rather
read about the people involved in a
situation instead of just the hulk of
metal involved.
Depending on the nature of the
incident, the seafarers involved may
be traumatised or exhausted. These
emotional and physical states make
people more likely to say things they
later regret; we don’t want these
things said to the media.

an unprepared person. Either
the person ends up giving more
information (often wrong in the
early stages of an incident) than
they should, or they end up saying/
doing something rude or aggressive,
which when published makes the
company look rude and aggressive
rather than responsible and in
control of the situation.
The instruction “don’t post anything
on social media that could impact
the company” is a good thought,
but without training isn’t much

better than a fire fighting policy
that says, “put out the fire”. With
training maybe ok, but without it,
largely useless. Many problems arise
from posts that don’t initially appear
problematic.
How is someone supposed to know
what will or will not cause a problem?
Commercial vessels and those who
serve on them are the targets of
significant pressure whether from
journalists who may see them as
a source of sensational stories or
opposition lawyers or investigators
who may seek to abuse the innate
helpfulness of many who choose a
life at sea. This is a reality we need to
prepare seafarers for.
I have too often seen companies
invest heavily in preparing their
executives to talk to the media (as
they should), and yet spend nothing
preparing those on the front-lines
who may be approached first when
something goes wrong.
If we don’t train to communicate in
a crisis, it should be of little surprise
when people say regrettable things
and when those on the front-lines
are unfairly blamed for their actions
– even though they were never
trained to do otherwise.

Even more practically, the seafarers
involved are likely to be extremely
busy dealing with the incident,
and pressure from outsiders can
dangerously take up precious time.
Most companies have a media and
social media policy in place for their
seafarers (every company should)
and most of these policies essentially
say, “do not speak to journalists”
and “do not post anything on
social media that could impact the
company.” Easier said than done.
Journalists are trained to ask
questions. They’re good at it.
One of two things generally
happens when a journalist contacts
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Navigate Learning –
media and social media
training for seafarers
Seafarers can be their company’s
greatest ambassadors or accidental
liabilities – training makes the
difference
Navigate Response has developed
an online course, The Media, Social
Media and You to prepare seafarers
to protect their company’s reputation
by effectively managing approaches
from journalists and avoiding
problematic online activity.
The online course prepares
seafarers to:
• Recognise problematic social
media content before posting
• Respond to journalist calls to
the vessel
• Understand how they fit into
their company’s corporate
communications strategy
• Prepare their families for
potential media intrusions in
a major incident
• Know their legal rights when
confronted by a journalist or
other third parties

The Media, Social Media and You
is a first-of-its-kind product for our
industry. Developed specifically
for seafarers by communications
specialists for the maritime industry,
the course delivers both media and
social media awareness as the two
are increasingly intertwined.
Building on Navigate Response’s
years of experience in delivering
renowned media and social media
training at sea-staff conferences,
this online course is:
• Highly interactive: The online
course incorporates videos,
role play exercises, risk
identification tasks, a review of
individual social media privacy
settings and much more.

Through interactive learning,
The Media, Social Media and
You gives participants the tools
to respond confidently and the
awareness to avoid sharing content
that might harm themselves or
their company.

To request a free trial or to
learn more, please visit: www.
navigateresponse.com/onlinetraining or contact us at:
+44 (0)20 3326 8451 or
enquiries@navigateresponse.com

• Accessible: The course can be
completed on any internet-enabled
device in around 45 minutes.
• Recognised: Certificates are
issued upon successful completion.

• Avoid journalist ambushes
ashore

navigateresponse.com
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Six rules for managing
social media crises

Casey Chua, Navigate
Response Asia, Senior
Consultant
With the rise of social media,
hardly a day goes by without an
organisation getting mired in some
form of social media snafu.
Organisations try their best to
prevent a social media crisis from
happening in the first place. There
could be robust social media policies
in place, but they amount to nothing
if compliance is left wanting.
When the proverbial hits the fan,
what should you do? Here are six
rules for managing and overcome
a social media crisis.

Be objective and rational
Emotions can run high during
a social media crisis, and can
sometimes lead to a free-for-all
mudslinging exercise by your vocal
critics and the keyboard warriors.
When the claims are spurious,
it is tempting to launch a
counteroffensive. But when you
choose to fight with your customers,
you may win the battle but lose the
war. It is better to stay calm and
engage your audience only after
the smoke has cleared and when
emotions are in check.

happened, how it has affected their
customers, and how they can provide
solutions.
If you display empathy and sympathy
your customers (at least the rational
ones) will understand that it may take
time to develop long-term solutions.

Acknowledge negative
feedback

Identify your biggest allies
and evangelists

There is no smoke without fire,
and there’s no place to hide on
social media when your customers
are upset. Acknowledging their
sentiments shows that you are
aware of the situation, and that
you intend to address the situation.
Your customers will appreciate that
someone is taking responsibility
for the problem (even if there’s no
formal apology) as long as it comes
across as being genuine and sincere.

Everyone looks for friends in times
of need, and organisations are no
different. Contact your partners
and most influential supporters and
privately inform them of the crisis
at hand. It makes sense that the
news comes directly from you
rather than from social media.
This maintains trust and loyalty,
and hopefully when asked, your
partners will vouch for you. You
can also use this as an opportunity
to gather advice and constructive
feedback on how to prevent such
crises from recurring.

Maintain focus
In the heat of a social media crisis,
there will be discordant voices
and it is important to stay focused
and differentiate the signals from
the noise. To do so, there must be
absolute clarity and consistency in
the messaging.
Customers want to know exactly how
you intend to deal with the situation in
clear and simple terms. Hiding behind
legalese and quibbling over semantics
will only frustrate and alienate even
your most loyal customers.

Provide constructive solutions
A social media crisis could be
a sign of organisation failings.
Organisations must take such crises
seriously and reflect on why it has

Re-evaluate your policies
The dark cloud of a social media or
public relations disaster may have
a silver lining. It may be a call to
change your policies from the top
down. This might mean revisiting all
your customer service rules, as well
as your management’s response to a
crisis. Listen to what your customers
are saying to learn how to prevent
future crises, or deal with them as
they occur.
If it means a complete overhaul of
your entire corporate rule book to
empower employees on the ground
to make decisions that were only
reserved for their superiors, so be it.

Some of your unreasonable critics
have an axe to grind, and they will
bait you into responding in a manner
that will be viewed negatively.
Always remember that every word
you post online will be scrutinised,
so it’s best to be circumspect before
responding to the trolls.
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When in Rome: the nuance
in the narrative

Jonathan Spencer,
Crisis Response
Manager, Navigate
Response
We can’t be as brilliant as Galileo,
or indeed as misrepresented –
the great astronomer and physicist
perhaps ahead of his time with
nuance, 400 years ago.
When the original draft of a letter
to his friend and former pupil,
Bedenetto Castelli was discovered
in an archive at the Royal Society
this time last year, his choice of
words in his original hand – and
tone – would have been clear
enough for his toughest audience.
Castelli had tussled with dinner
guests, defending Galileo’s
arguments on the Earth’s motion
around the Sun. After the party,
Castelli was summoned by a Tuscan
duchess to explain the science
conflicting with religious teachings.
He wrote a letter to warn his friend.
Galileo responded swiftly – within a
week – seeking to clarify and expand
his arguments. He would later write
to the duchess to explain (in 40
pages) that in his view there was
no confliction.
His original letter wasn’t published,
though his studies and arguments
were widely circulated – shared
– around Catholic and science
fraternities; other incomplete or
edited copies emerging as the
debate intensified, leading to an
audience with the Roman Inquisition.
Galileo protested at the ‘wickedness
and ignorance’ of his enemies,
adding how the Inquisition was
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‘…in part deceived by this fraud
which is going around under the
cloak of zeal and charity’.
Machiavellian… perhaps. But a
furore for this polymath of Pisa,
it was. A fandango that today might
mirror a Twitter storm.
With information instantly shared,
audiences are as much a fog in
cyberspace. What we say in the
moment over dinner may take
on a more measured tone later.
That is why we take care, to work
with the factual details and ensure
clear messages cut through the
speculation.
Of course, the calculated narrative
can be taken to extremes in
international debate that seeks
consensus. Climate change is a
case in point. Language and
tone, the cross-cultural nuance is
everything; reading between the
bracketed text is an art. Lines are
softened, redacted altogether,
as nation states argue towards
compromise.
Working through the night with
successive drafts may explain the
red-eyed sherpas and discarded
pizza boxes, though the end-product
is often a bland communiqué of
frustrated progress. The business
end is done in the op-eds / comment
pages and the unilateral spinning.

This is what engages editors, who
won’t get much further than the
executive summary.
But in an incident the media is
looking for the company’s response.
The first draft is vital. Similarly, an
ambiguous answer in a broadcast
interview can mislead, inviting
tougher follow-up questions.
Why do the interview? Because
with care we can meet an audience.
Squaring up to a point can add
nuance to the narrative or correct
an error in public perception.
A spokesperson must be prepared
for the sharp interest of an inquisitive
journalist. Language, expression and
tone as you restate the clear facts
are the best tactics. If it requires a
quantum of character or humanity,
then add that; so often the harddriven advice worth restating – for
CEO or minister – in the minutes
beforehand.
I’ll not compare the Today
Programme with the Roman
Inquisition (others can). But you
usually get one shot at your audience
to make a clean go of it on solid
terms. Yours.
Afterall, that is where the buck stops
– with or without the fandango.
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fallible, highly partial interpretations
of what happened and what is going
on. For example, there is no doubt
that watching a 90 second video of
a young man being pinned down
to the ground, his face contorted
in agony as policemen restrain him
provokes an emotional response.

Media covering the unrest in
Hong Kong – or fomenting it?
Ed Ion, Asia Director
Navigate Response

As our newsletter went to press,
there was an uneasy calm in Hong
Kong after 13 consecutive weeks
of protest and civil unrest.
Hong Kong residents, including
many in the territory’s large shipping
community, believe the city will never
be quite the same again following
the worst outbreak of violent
demonstrations since Britain handed
Hong Kong back to China in 1997.
The calm stemmed from a decision
by Hong Kong Chief Executive
Carrie Lam to grant one of the five
demands of the protestors – namely
an indefinite dropping of
a controversial extradition bill.
It was seen as a victory for the
demonstrators, but it will probably
not be the end of the matter. The
scale of the trouble, size of the
demonstrations and disturbingly
violent actions on all sides have played
out in the media in gory detail.
At times it seemed as if the
number of journalists covering
the disturbances outnumbered
demonstrators, such was the
intensity of the recent coverage.
The way in which the events have
been covered has thrown how the
modern media work into sharp
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focus – quite literally at times.
Naturally, the global media ‘big
guns’ invested much time and
resource into covering every angle
of the story. Their teams have been
out on the streets interviewing
demonstrators and onlookers as
well as police and law makers.
But CNN, BBC and the other
mainstream media have not been
able to capture the sense of drama,
immediacy and pain that coverage
on social media has produced.
It is clear to see so much of the news
coverage of the disturbances is
derived from what they can get from
social media. In a very real sense,
in this case, the mainstream outlets
have been followers where social
media leads.
Breaking news has today become
commoditised – because everyone
has a mobile phone, everyone
has access to social media. But
this development has significant
implications for the future of
newsgathering and, in some ways,
it is not entirely healthy.
Many observers of the Hong Kong
fracas believe that the one-minute
video displaying violence and conflict
or the 45 second piece-to-iPhone are

One cannot fail to be moved by the
pain and the sound of the young
man’s screams and there is no doubt
that the dark garbed, heavily armed
policemen look like the baddies.
The viewer is left to make their own
judgement about the scene, there
is no voice-over, no explanation of
the What, Why, Where, When, or
How of the situation. But is this a fair
and accurate portrayal of what has
just gone on? Do we know what the
young man was doing before he was
pinned down? Do we understand the
wider context of the incident? Are we
meant to know? Or is the video just
meant for our ‘infotainment’, just for
our prurient passing interest, one of
a multitude of such online videos.
The problem is that most people
rush to make judgements when
they see such videos online and so
perceptions of the wider situation
are formed without any deeper
understanding. Brave young
protestors are sinned against;
nasty police are the sinners.
The sheer welter of social media
coverage makes these thousands
of microcosmic incidents ultimately
meaningless because there is
never an overall explanation,
never any context and so no real
understanding. This is why the role of
the professional journalist has never
been more important than it is today.
The need for trained journalists
able to sift the truth from the
nonsense, the fake news from the
real news, is vital for a wider, deeper
understanding of our world.
It is ironic that at a time when
professional journalists are needed
more than ever, the major news
organisations are cutting back on
new recruits, leaving the vital job of
news reporting to algorithms and the
deft use of an iPhone.
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5 Crisis communications
lessons from Facebook’s
data failure
Since the 2018 revelations that
Cambridge Analytica (a British political
consulting firm) obtained data from 50
million Facebook users back in 2014,
Facebook has been under attack in
the media, the halls of power and on
financial trading floors, and there
are some key crisis management
lessons we can learn from their largely
inadequate response.

The best of
the blog
In addition to this quarterly
newsletter we maintain a blog
focused on maritime issues and
crisis communications, for the
months in between.
So, for those of you that missed
them, here’s a digest of some of
the most popular themes.

Quantifying a shipping
company’s brand value
How much is your company’s
reputation worth?
To the extent that a company’s
reputation impacts its ability to do
business, the brand has a value, but
quantifying this value is tricky and
is often only considered after the
brand has been damaged.
We hope that a brand is an asset,
but brands can also become
liabilities – drags on their companies.
Think, for example, of the collapse
of Ivanka Trump’s clothing brand –
her product didn’t change rather the
Trump name became politicised and
therefore became a liability in many
of her key markets.
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Hostage to fortitude: come
and have a go if you think
you’re hard enough
Who could forget the classic
Battleship board-game, but I don’t
recall a tanker plotted with plastic
pegs. Perhaps that’s why I lost…
Yet again we puzzle over a collision
that, but for the colossal expense
and security fears, might be better
described as a bump in a car park.
I mean, just how can a navy frigate
of state-of-the-art spec be taken
out by a tanker?
All the speed and manoeuvrability
you like can do very little when your
fortitude and stealth is blown by
nothing more than being dead
ahead of a tanker with a breakingdistance of 1.5km.

What does a crisis cost?
Crisis communications sceptics
sometimes point out that many
companies have survived major
crises, including devastating assaults
on their reputations, and have come
back to be highly profitable and
successful – usually without the
senior management still in their
senior roles (take note CEOs).
Certainly, this is true for some
companies (not for others). However,
surviving shouldn’t be the goal;
surely the goal should be to thrive.

Facing up to fuel –
batteries included
Fuelling the future. It’s where
the blue-sky thinking becomes
headache-grey.
Alas, we don’t have the luxury
of Gandalf’s seeing stone – or
palantír – as we scan horizons for
energy options. Facing up
to industrial change requires
farsighted investment to mirror
strategy, when most anything else
is mere crystal balls.
Bunker fuel is a headache for the
shipping industry as IMO low-sulphur
rules come into force in 2020. The
dilemma of choosing between lowsulphur and Liquid Natural Gas fuel
has some distance to sail. For many
ship-managers low-sulphur fuels
will be preferable to comply with
rules, as the risks and rethinking of
infrastructure and distribution for
LNG fuel proves costly, at least in
the short-term.
www.navigateresponse.com/news/
category/navigate-blog
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Crisis communications
for shipping
Navigate Response is the strongest
global crisis communications
network specialising in the
international shipping, port and
offshore industries; headquartered
in London and Singapore, we operate
a global network of 43 locations in
29 countries around the world.
Engaging Navigate Response
ensures that you are prepared for
the worst and allows you to focus on
dealing with the operational side of
an incident without being distracted
by the pressures of the 24/7 media.
Navigate Response is
recommended by P&I Clubs in
the International Group.
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Contact
24/7 incident line:
+44 (0)20 7283 9915
www.navigateresponse.com
United Kingdom
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